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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to highlight and solve issues
concerning the biometric information for authentication and their use
with smartcards.
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1 Fingerprint storage and matching systems through


smartcard


The system we are going to describe may use different technologies to match
fingerprints acquired by a biometric scanner with stored templates. In particular,
it is possible to identify three different possibilities for the use of microcircuit
or microprocessor cards within systems which support biometric identification
devices:


Template on Card: This class groups those applications and systems where
the biometric template is stored on a hardware security module (smartcard or
USB token). In this case the template has to be retrieved and transmitted to
a different system to compare the fingerprints acquired by special scanners;
”memory-cards” with no operating systems and onboard applications are
generally used for this purpose.


Match on Card: This class groups those applications and systems where the
comparison between the biometric template and the fingerprint acquired
through a special scanner occurs inside a hardware security module. This
is typically achieved through the use of a smartcard microprocessor pro-
vided with an operating system and suitable applications and the biometric
template is safely stored on the card itself.
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System on Card: This is an evolution of the two technologies above and is
certainly the best solution in terms of security because it includes the use
of hardware security modules hosting biometric scanners where the acqui-
sition, processing, template selection and match operations occur within a
totally secure system. This type of technology is realized through the use
of smartcards with piezoelectric fingerprint readers or USB tokens equipped
with special fingerprint scanners. The use of USB token-based systems is
preferred since they do not need a special smartcard reader but are directly
connected to the host processing system.


1.1 Description of the system


In the following we will illustrate some systems that can provide safe access
to protected data inside a hardware token: the case at issue can be compared
to the safe access problem concerning private asymmetrical keys stored on a
cryptographic smartcard. In the proposed system, once the fingerprint (the au-
thentication credential) has been acquired, the match occurs within an objective
system such as a smartcard which contains previously acquired (during card en-
rolment) safe templates. This system can be summarised as shown in Figure 1
where:


1. The fingerprint reader detects the live fingerprint,
2. The user’s machine host system, which receives the acquired fingerprint,
processes and sends it to the smartcard,


3. The smartcard, after receiving the fingerprint, compares it to the template
and returns an authenticated session answer to the calling user application.


Fig. 1. Smartcard-Scanner system Description.


However, the system outlined above is susceptible to many potential safety
attacks and therefore each one of the information transfers, as per 1,2,3, will have







to occur through the use of special communication protocols. The reliability
and safety of the host system, fingerprint reader and smart card have to be
guaranteed and furthermore a solution that increases or at least maintains the
security level obtained with a Personal Identification Number (PIN) will have to
be specified. The safety has to be maintained both if the card is used according
to traditional mechanisms and applications and if it is used in a context in
which biometric fingerprints are used to strengthen and accelerate authentication
procedures. One must bear in mind that smartcards owe their popularity and
widespread use in many application environments to there high safety level, easy
use and portability from one system to another. In theory, an equivalent scheme,
in terms of safety, to the use of a PIN could result inefficient or ineffective,
whereas in practice the correct use of a PIN poses some problems:


– PIN’s are typically composed of only numerical digits;


– PIN’s can be difficult to remember and are often forgotten;


– Generally people choose simple PIN’s and this reduces remarkably the card’s
safety level;


– A prolonged use of the same PIN over time can, under some circumstances,
expose it to brute attacks.


Generally, these issues are ideally solved by biometric identification.


The specifications required to guarantee the safety level of the system com-
munication and hardware are outlined below.


1.2 Subjects involved in the system


Before specifying in detail the logon smartcard system, a clearer illustration of
the features of subjects involved in the authentication process is undertaken:


scanner system intends the biometric fingerprint reader built in the safe com-
munication system that we are going to examine. In real setups, this system
could be implemented via one single device connected to a PC, or two sep-
arated processing systems physically connected through a ’trusted’ commu-
nication medium which is not susceptible to logic or physical attacks that
try to alter or replace the Protocol Data Units (PDUs) as they transit.


token intends a hardware security module that complies with ISO 7816 I, II,
III and IV specifications and that is provided with functions implementing
symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic algorithms. In a real setting, this
system could be implemented via a smartcard, a USB token or a board with
a cryptographic processor. A simpler prototype could consist in a hardware
security module connected to a processing system through a ’trusted’ com-
munication medium which is not susceptible to any logic or physical attack
that try to alter or replace the PDUs as they transit. For production envi-
ronments, the token should only be considered as a totally isolated system.







2 User-smartcard authentication protocol based on


biometric identification systems


Accessing a smartcard through biometric identification systems must include
an authentication measure to guarantee that the protection level is at least
equivalent to that of a traditional PIN.
For this reason, the fingerprint detection system (scanner system) should


be recognizable as trusted by the token system in order to guarantee that the
transmitted biometric fingerprint has been acquired live.


2.1 Attacks and vulnerability of the biometric logon system on


smartcard


The scheme presented is not secure because biometric information used to pro-
vide access is:


– the same throughout the user’s life: this makes it impossible to change the
access credential to a system more than 10 times (once for each finger!).


– public, i.e. even though it is difficult to acquire and typically regarded as a
private detail in reality it is issued hundreds of times per day in uncontrolled
(and therefore hostile by definition) settings.


– different at each acquisition: this is why it cannot be used to generate a
normalized detail that is always the same and therefore cannot be applied to
generate an unalterable password. Moreover, being a public detail, it cannot
be used to generate a secret key or PIN.


The major risk posed by the use of biometric systems in an authentication
process is that a malicious subject may intefere with the communication and
intercept the biometric template and use it later to obtain access. Likewise, an
attack may be committed by generating a template from a fingerprint obtained
from some surface. Both attempts are based on the exclusion of the scanner
and on the submission of the template through a different channel. Secondary
attacks brought against the smartcard are:


– DoS (Denial of Service): since most logon smartcard procedures provide for
a maximum number of attempts, incorrect or false details may be sent to
the card to stop access. This attack is even more detrimental if the card has
no releasing procedure (such as PKCS#11 smartcards in general)


– Attacks against the biometrical matching procedure by exploiting any vul-
nerability of the Match On Card software (ex: buffer overflow) or a bad
balancing between false positives and false negatives.


– Attacks against the smartcard, i.e. attacks trying to alter details, which the
card uses to carry out the Match on Card algorithm, such as the biometric
template in order to replace it with that of the attacker (identity replace-
ment) or system variables which are altered forever (DoS attack)







2.2 Scanner system - token communication protocol


The scanner-token communication protocol must ensure:


– Authentication of the scanner system to the token
– Authenticity of the biometric information transmitted by the scanner system
– Integrity of the exchanged information
– Non-repeatability of the process, to avoid attacks based on the repetition of
PDUs exchanged by different subjects.


Compliance with these requirements will ensure that:


– the fingerprint comes from an authorized scanner
– the fingerprint has been acquired live (livescan)
– the biometric information has not been altered during communication


The steps included in the communication protocol are summarized in the
diagram below:


Fig. 2. Communication protocol between smartcard and scanner system.


1. The user places his/her fingerprint on the scanner
2. The scanner requests the token to be allowed to send the fingerprint
3. The token requests the scanner to supply its authentication credentials
4. The scanner supplies its credentials
5. The token checks the scanner’s authentication credentials and, if sufficient,
replies with a challenge, i.e. a randomly generated number


6. The scanner acquires the fingerprint and processes it along with the chal-
lenge using, if required, cryptographic functions or the same authentication
credentials. Finally, the processed fingerprint is sent to the token







7. The token checks that the challenge matches the one sent and then sub-
mits the fingerprint to the functions required to check for authenticity and
integrity. Upon verification, the token matches the live fingerprint and tem-
plate contained in a protected area


8. If the match is positive, the token returns a handler of the communication
session to the user.


When checking the protocol for safety, the following factors are affected:


1. Safety level of the scanner system: this parameter analyzes the risk factor
associated to the scanner system, i.e. the likelihood that logical or physical
attacks may occur or the fact that transiting information or authentication
credentials may be intercepted/altered.


2. Safety level associated to the random generator of the token system: this fac-
tor affects the quality of the challenges and any one-time cryptographic key
generated by the token system. If the random generator has an excessively
low repeat frequency, an attacker might try to track down the cryptographic
keys used or prepare messages using someone else’s credentials and the chal-
lenges that the attacker expects the token system to generate.


3. Safety level of the authentication function of the scanner system: this factor
affects the risk that an attacker may interfere actively between two sys-
tems and submit false biometric information for unauthorized access to the
smartcard. In traditional systems, the protection level of the smartcard data
is protected by the PIN and it can be reasonably assumed that the safety
level of the card, in this implementation, is equivalent to the safety extent
obtained by the connecting authentication function between the two devices.
In addition, the quality of scanner authentication credentials somehow guar-
antees the fingerprint and is also the basis for the protocol applied.


4. Correct balancing between false positives and false negatives and accuracy
level of the biometric match between the ”live” fingerprint and the template
contained on the smartcard


5. Protection level of the fingerprint template inside the smartcard: any unau-
thorized access to the biometric fingerprint attempting to alter or replace the
template would expose the entire system to attacks concerning availability
and confidentiality of the data contained on the smartcard.


An in-deep analysis will not consider factors 1, 2, 4, and 51 since many do not
essentially depend on the protocol we are going to analyze but are inherent in
the devices themselves. In order to more accurately determine the protection
level of the overall logon smartcard system, the entire evaluation will be based
on the authentication system and credentials of the scanner system.


2.3 Scanner system authentication


The safety and complexity level of the scanner system authentication procedure
can be adjusted to the required safety level. In particular, possible variants are


1 Due to be conducted at a later stage of the Scientific Co-operation Agreement,
Technical Annex, item 2.







considered based on the of the type of authentication credentials used, starting
from the highest safety level:


– X.509 digital certificates
– password dynamically entered by the user
– shared password


X.509 digital certificates. In this scheme, the scanner system is associated
to a digital certificate with a pair of asymmetrical keys, for instance RSA. Using
digital certificates, the scanner-token communication protocol can be revised as
follows:


1. The user places his/her fingerprint on the scanner
2.-4. The scanner requests the token to be allowed to send the fingerprint and


submits the request by digitally signing it and enclosing its certificate
5. The token checks the signature for authenticity and integrity, then gener-
ates a challenge (i.e. a randomly generated number) and codes it using the
scanner’s public key


6. The scanner acquires the fingerprint and codes it with the challenge received
from the token after decoding it.


7. Using the challenge, the token decodes the received data and if the operation
is successful, it matches the live fingerprint with the template contained in
a protected area


8. If the match is positive, the token returns a session communication handler
to the user.


To support the protocol above, the scanner system must have a set of APIs
or a hardware device available to safely store the private key and must be able to
digitally sign the information sent from the scanner. The token, in its turn, must
have a copy of the certificate of the CA that issued the certificate associated to
the scanner. The safety level of the described system depends on:


– the safety level of the protection system of the private key associated to the
scanner


– the safety level of the certificate enrolment procedure as well as the way the
CA certificate is stored in the smartcard


It is now clear as to why a cryptographic system having the same safety
characteristics as a Hardware Security Module should be included in the scan-
ner system. In addition, the CA certificate must be stored on the token as an
unchangeable file in order that it may not be deleted, replaced or altered by
anyone else without the required authorizations.
The CA that issues the certificates associated to the scanner may be managed


by the device supplier or be a CA at the service of the client company (who uses
token-scanner devices) if a higher safety level is required. The described system
offers the following advantages:


– The scanner-token messages cannot be repudiated







– The messages are checked for integrity
– Any scanner system can be used, provided it is certified by the CA and the
token considers it as ’trusted’


– A highly automated scanner-token communication protocol is achieved


Enrolment procedure for scanner system certificates. The scanner system certifi-
cate can be issued by the CA using a standard procedure, as described in the
SCEP protocol [1]. The advantage of using this protocol lies in the fact that the
entire procedure can take place without involving the end user. Of course, the
use of any automatic system, however standard it may be, needs the scanner
system to be provided with suitable implementation software.


Password dynamically entered by the user. This scheme replaces the use
of digital certificates with a simpler mechanism where no credentials have to be
stored. The scanner-token communication uses a shared symmetrical key, which
is supplied by the user upon starting the protocol:


1. The user places his/her fingerprint on the scanner
2. The scanner requests the token to be allowed to send the fingerprint
3. The token requests the scanner to supply its authentication credentials
4. The scanner requests the user to enter the password that will then be sent
to the token


5. The token checks the scanner’s authentication credentials and if verified
replies with a challenge (i.e. a randomly generated number) coding it with
the user password.


6. The scanner acquires the fingerprint and codes it using the (decrypted) chal-
lenge as the key. Finally, the coded fingerprint is sent to the token


7. Using the challenge, the token decodes the received fingerprint. If verified, it
matches the live fingerprint with the template contained in a protected area.


8. If the match is positive, the token returns to the user a handle of the com-
munication session.


When starting the next access request, the scanner will not request the user
to re-enter the password, nor need it store a copy in cache memory but can
automatically send the previously generated challenge to obtain a subsequent
new challenge. The process can be repeated several times, provided that the
token re-initialized once it is taken out of the reader requiring user password for
further use.
For simplicity, the user password, as per item 4 above, can be assumed to


be equivalent to the traditional token access PIN. Nevertheless, the described
system is interesting and useful for two reasons:


– If an application requires authentication towards the smartcard several times
within one working session, the user does not need to enter the PIN every
time but only place his/her finger on the scanner. This applies, for example,
to legally valid digital signatures as laid down by the DPCM 8/2/99.







– The described system strengthens the safety level of the logon smartcard
procedure, since it necessarily requires the card-holder’s presence.


In addition, the described procedure is applicable to all of the scanner systems
that support the protocol since the credentials are not encoded within the scan-
ner system.


Shared password. This scheme consists in the sharing of a symmetrical key
by the scanner and token. The key may differ for each scanner or may be en-
coded within the fingerprint acquisition device. The communication protocol
thus becomes the following:


1. The user places his/her fingerprint on the scanner
2. The scanner requests the token to be allowed to send the fingerprint infor-
mation


3. The token replies with a challenge, i.e. a randomly generated number
4.-6. The scanner acquires the fingerprint and codes it along with the challenge


using the shared password as a key. Finally, the processed fingerprint infor-
mation is sent to the token


7. The token decodes the received message, separates the challenge from the
fingerprint information and checks for match. If this results in success, it
matches the live fingerprint with the template contained in a protected area


8. Upon positive outcome, the token returns to the user a handle of the com-
munication session.


The safety level of the described system is equivalent to the protection level
of the password shared between scanner and token. Of course, if choosing to
use one single key for all scanner devices, the safety level will further decrease,
while the smartcard will be usable with any scanner supplied by the same man-
ufacturer. Alternatively, if there is only one password per scanner (that could
be personally determined by the user when installing the device), biometrical
identification cannot be used unless with a well-defined user platform. with this
latter method, the password might have to be changed from time to time. Fi-
nally, in the case where the user uses several tokens, the user will have to use
the same password for all tokens. In the described scheme, the shared password
should not be the traditional PIN of the smartcard in oder not to decrease the
safety level of the token outside the environment in which the traditional authen-
tication function is used. Finally, the scanner system will have to be equipped
with suitable password protection mechanisms for the instrument to withstand
logical or physical attacks.


3 Prototype development


Developing a prototype requires adequate know-how and resource investments in
order to achieve a gradual analysis and implementation process with the intent
to identify any potential use of the acquired notions. It is not excluded that







functionality and technology might lie beyond the objectiveness of the system.
For this reason, the following assumptions will be made:


step 1: during the protocol implementation through template on card technol-
ogy: the host to which the reader and the smartcard is connected is identified
as the token system. Fingerprint matching and processing operations will be
carried out on the host, while the template and any information required for
the authentication process will be hosted by the smartcard


step 2: validity of specification item 3 in protocol, as provided by the Scien-
tific Co-operation Agreement, Technical Annex. Feasibility of specifications
through ”match on card” technology is due to be assessed at a later stage
(possibly at times and through methods to be agreed in consultation with


Centro Biometrika).
step 3: protocol implementation meeting specifications as per step 2. Times


and methods to be agreed in consultation with Centro Biometrika.


The purpose of the preliminary step 1 is to acquire the knowledge required for
the development of an authentication system prototype on a local system based
on biometric identification media and smartcard, as described below.


3.1 Local-system logon procedure through biometric identification


media and smartcard with ”Template on Card” technology


Using local-system biometric media for identification implies that the biometric
detection system can be reasonably regarded as ”trusted” by the host itself.
Whenever we are sure 1) that the host is physically connected to a ’trusted’


scanner and 2) that the biometric information has been received only through
physical connection to this device, we can assumedly speak of biometric authen-
tication.
Of course, the conditions above are actually very strict constraints which


practically are not always easy to apply and control but are still indispensable
conditions to be sure that the fingerprint received by the host has been acquired
through livescan. If requirements as per items 1) and 2) should be difficult to
obtain or check, once again a similar protocol to that described in Section 2.2
will have to be applied to guarantee the actual fingerprint livescan. In many
instances, however, this scheme is not applicable due to technological or even
legal constraints. Leaving out an accurate list of case-studies which would be
in any case incomplete or not deep enough, we look at two emblematic and
extremely frequent instances:


Host authentication with domain server: This is the case of host access
in a network with only one authenticator/domain server where users are
not locally registered but are defined instead on one single system which
possesses the authentication credentials and authorization profiles. Under
these circumstances, access authorization cannot be issued to a local system
by sending the biometrical fingerprint to the central server, since this could
result in the problems that have been described above for safe smartcard
access.







Biometric authentication by maintaining user privacy This is the case
when, due to the constraints enforced by confidentiality regulations, the
users’ biometric fingerprints cannot be stored on a host.


Both problems can be solved in the same way and involves increasing the
safety level through the addition of an authentication factor: possession. In
both cases, the users are assumed to possess a smartcard, not necessarily one
with a microprocessor, but a simple memory card on which a biometric template
is stored. Under these conditions, the matching between the acquired fingerprint
and the template is carried out on the host system which takes the template from
the card after having somehow recognized it: if card recognition and fingerprint
comparison are successful, the user is granted access to the system. The scanner-
host-smartcard communication protocol can be summarized as follows:


1. The user places his/her fingerprint on the scanner
2. The authentication application on the host receives the fingerprint and re-
quests the smartcard to authenticate itself to the system


3. The smartcard provides its authentication credential and fingerprint tem-
plate to the application on the host


4. The application checks the card’s authentication credentials and if correct
matches the received template with the fingerprint acquired by the scanner


5. If the match is correct, the application authorizes user’s access


In this case, the user supplies the authentication system with two different
pieces of information:


– What the user is (biometric information)
– Something the user possesses (smartcard)


with the advantage that the biometric template does not have to be stored on the
host or server. Digital signature-based mechanisms can guarantee the template’s
integrity and authenticity within the smartcard, but the safety level of the entire
scheme certainly depends once again on the two assumptions made above:


– The scanner is physically connected to the host
– Biometric information is safely received from the scanner


Host authentication with domain server. Here, the authentication server
cannot use biometric information to authenticate users unless it trusts the user
host system. In this scenario, the logon application generally receives from the
host either biometric information digitally signed with the host’s key (similar
to the smartcard authentication protocols previously described), or obtains a
username and password couplet supplied by the host if the host recognizes the
user through a biometric identification process. The use of VPNs on local net-
works and environmental safety mechanisms may contribute to the building of
absolutely ’trusted’ network logical areas that fulfill the requirements above. In
view of increasing the safety level of the described scheme, the smartcard could







be provided with on board software for extraction or assistance in the building
of the authentication credentials to be sent to the domain server: for instance,
when requested by the application on the host system, it could digitally sign
an access request to be addressed to the server. It could also establish a safe
channel with the server itself using on board cryptographic keys for the transit
of a ¡userid,password¿ pair stored in the card’s file system.
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